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Latest Report 

China Non-performing Asset Investment Report 2016 Is Released; Grasp 

Opportunities in the New Market 

By Queenie Han , Zero2IPO Research Center 

 

Due to double challenges from economic downturn and de-capacity in recent years, Chinese capital 

market will be significantly exposed to debt risk. In face of severe macroeconomic situations, how to 

effectively dispose non-performing assets, maintain stability of financial system and reduce leverage 

ratio of real economy has become hot topics at present. 

  

Zero2IPO Research Center thus issued the China Non-performing Asset Investment & Acquisition 

Research Report2016. This report starts with investment value of Chinese non-performing assets, and 

analyzes the experience of domestic and foreign non-performing asset disposal industries, trends and 

prospects. It provides companies, investment firms and other investors with the latest development of 

non-performing asset disposal industry, and helps them to have an earlier awareness of blank spots in 

the disposal market, seek investment opportunities and take the critical period to make profits. Besides, 

it also facilitates them in making rational decisions in operation and investment modes and grasping 

unsatisfied market demands and future investment value trend of non-performing asset disposal 

industry. 

  

Currently, China’s non-performing assets have entered the “age of inventory” and a stage of rapid 

development. Because the formation of non-performing assets may impact liquidity and growth of 

companies to some extent, and has a negative impact on overall economic growth, it is demanding to 

dispose non-performing assets and inject new vitality to economy. China’s non-performing asset 

market is in the age of growth spurt from perspectives of policy and market information feedback. 

  

According to data disclosed by China Banking Regulatory Commission, by the end of Q3’16, the 

balance of non-performing assets was RMB1,493.9B, with an increase of RMB56.6B from the 

previous quarter; the NPL ratio of commercial banks stood at 1.76%, up 0.01 percentage point from the 

previous quarter. In Q2’16, the NPL balance of commercial banks was RMB1,437.3B, adding 

RMB45.2B from the end of last quarter. The NPL ratio of commercial banks was 1.75%. After 1999, 

the non-performing assets in China mainly derived from bad debts of the banking system under the 
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debt crisis, and Chinese bond market has also accumulated certain risks in recent years. Since 2016, the 

credit debt default (including enterprise bonds, corporate bonds, short-term financing bonds, 

medium-term notes, subordinated debt, etc.) has peaked, of which the iron and steel, coal, non-ferrous 

and other de-capacity industries accounted for 31%. The companies with cash flow collapse had 

increasing risks of individual default; and low-risk preference led to vicious circle of refinancing 

discontinuity. Default risk was the biggest risk in the bond market in 2016; and coal, iron and steel 

companies and other upstream companies with excess capacity will also bear the risk of credit default 

which has extended to other industries at the same time. 

 

 

Figure 1 Comparison of NPLRatios of Commercial Banks in 2015 by Region 

 

From 2013 to 2016, the distribution of non-performing assets was characterized by the trend of 

extending from southeastern coastal areas to inland areas. Previously, non-performing assets 

concentrated in Jiangsu and Zhejiang. Since this year, they gradually extended to central and western 

areas, but still concentrated in manufacturing and wholesale &retail industries. For AMCs, current 

supply is sufficient and the implementation of debt-to-equity swap created another growth pole, with a 

total scale of up to RMB1 trillion. 
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With Increasing Risk of Credit Default, Non-performing Loans Are in Desperate Need of 

Disposal 

  

Interest rate liberalization speeds up; risk appetite of bank assets increases: As the interest rate spread 

between deposits and loans narrows amid interest rate liberalization, banks show a stronger risk 

appetite, which results in lower quality of assets. At the early stage of interest rate liberalization, banks 

competitively raise deposit rates to win more deposits. That caused the rising cost of debts and banks 

were faced with bigger pressure in operation. To counteract the squeeze by the rising cost of deposits 

on profits, banks are likely to increase the risk appetite at the assets end in the long run, diverting 

interest-bearing assets to loans with higher yields and higher risks. That will directly cause increases in 

both the ratio and size of non-performing loans in the banking system. 

  

Downward trend in domestic economy boosts demand for disposal of non-performing assets: 2016 saw 

the lowest GDP growth (comparable price) in seven years. GDP growth has been falling all the way 

since2010. With the slowdown in economic growth and decline in enterprise profitability, some 

companies that aggressively use financial leverage may be stuck in difficulties with lower turnover 

rates of receivables. 

  

Outbreak of credit default leads to higher risk in iron & steel, coal and other upstream industries: 

Despite the steady advance of deleveraging and de-inventory, the debt burdens on upstream industries 

remain heavy. Wind data show that in H2’16, RMB2.34 trillion of credit debts must be repaid, up 30% 

from last year. In particular, industries including iron & steel, coal and nonferrous metals, where 

excessive capacity needs to be eliminated, account for 31% of the debts. Individual default risk 

increases among enterprises with cash flow breakdown. In the long run, China’s iron & steel 

enterprises will benefit from de-capacity and industrial integration driven by the government, but their 

debt burdens will still constitute credit risk. Besides, currency depreciation and trade conflicts may 

erode the profitability of China’s iron & steel enterprises. 

  

Overseas Non-performing Assets Are Subject to More Mature Market-oriented Operation; 

Chinese Market Is Gradually Aware of Potential Investment Value 

  

The United States is an excellent model in market-led operation of non-performing assets. Its 

non-performing asset market shows characteristics of highly securitized level and sub-divided 

consumer finance market, and has a large number of professional investment institutions. Oaktree 

Capital Management is the largest non-performing asset buyer in the world and its investment 

portfolios cover corporate financial distress, plighted company's equity, distressed real estate, bank 

non-performing assets, high-yield bonds and other assets. By the end of 2014, Oak Capital allocated 

US$18.5B in non-performing assets, accounting for 20.4% of total assets. 
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Figure 2 Distressed Debts Represent High Proportion in AUM of Oaktree Capital 

 

With such investment strategy, Oaktree Capital achieved an outstanding long-term historical 

performance. The data show that, from its establishment in 1988 to 2014, Oak Capital's Dilemma 

Opportunities Fund fully outperformed the S&P 500 Index, with a gross internal return rate of 23% 

(compound interest) and a net internal return rate of 17% (compound interest). The investment and 

capital recovery were very rapid. Based on the historical performance, starting from the investment 

period, the principal can be recovered every 4 to 5.5 years and all yields can be recovered every 6.5 to 7 

years. 

  

Non-performing Asset Funds Have Higher Demand for Investment Expertise but Shorter Period 

than PE 

  

There are obvious differences in the investments between non-performing assets and PE. First, 

non-performing assets investment requires quick cash paybacks and a shorter payback period than PE 

investment; second, non-performing assets investment market has higher requirements for expertness, 

as mature investment firms are more capable of risk management; third, non-performing assets 

investment is counter cyclical, thus the bottom of economic downward cycle is usually the golden time 
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for non-performing assets investment; finally, non-performing assets investment is underdeveloped in 

China currently, and institutional investors have just started to allocate related types of assets. 

Relatively speaking, compared with other mainstream financial products, non-performing assets 

investment has certain advantages in profitability and risk liquidity. 

 

 

Figure 3 Comparison of Investment in Non-performing Asset and Private Equity 

 

Summary 

  

Revaluation is part of the disposal process of non-performing assets. After revaluated with reasonable 

and scientific methods, non-performing assets will be restructured and welcome additional investment, 

changing into “treasures” to realize their investment values. Investors can buy non-performing assets 

when the prices are low and sell them when economy is in its upward cycle to gain profits. Some 

indebted enterprises are listed by banks as non-performing assets because of their abnormal cash flows 

and failure to repay bank loans on schedule as affected by industrial cycles. Such enterprises typically 

have normal operation abilities, and just can’t recover cash amid the industrial downturn. Once the 

winter for the industry is gone, they will realize normal flows of funds. 
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In mature markets, non-performing assets is a major branch of alternative investment. In China, too 

much money is chasing a few investment opportunities. Among alternative assets, investment 

institutions prefer real estate, private equity and hedge funds rather than non-performing assets. With 

the advance of debt-to-equity swap and NPL strip-off by commercial banks as well as the bankruptcy 

reorganization of increasing ST companies in the A-share market, sharp-sighted investors are quickly 

making deployment in the non-performing assets market. In the future, we may see a wider variety of 

investment products in the market. 

 

BPEA News 

 

The index of development of Beijing Private Equity industry in the second half of 2016 released. 

 

On March 23
rd

, 2017, under the guidance of Beijing Municipal Finance Bureau, Beijing Financial 

Development Centre, China Association of Private Equity (CAPE) and Beijing Private Equity 

Association (BPEA) jointly issued the index of development of Beijing Private Equity industry in the 

second half of 2016 (2016 H2 Beijing PE index). 2016 H2 Beijing PE index is 124.00, increased 4.88% 

on the moving base, and increased 11.05% from the same period last year. By the large, Beijing PE 

index continues a rising trend on the H2 of 2016, and reached the highest point in history. >Read more 

 

 

Professor Zhang Ping shared his views about Chinese economy in 2017 in the first reading club 

event of BPEA Cultural Investment committee. 

 

On February 28
th

, 2017, the first reading club event of BPEA Cultural Investment committee held in 

BPEA. The theme of this event was "the economic outlook of 2017", lectured by Professor Zhang Ping, 

deputy director of Institute of Economics, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, who has won four 

times the highest honor of China’s economic circles -Sun Yefang Economic Science Award.  

 

Professor Zhang Ping shared his views about Chinese economy in 2017. He thought Chinese economy 

will face so many uncertainties in 2017, such as uncertainty from monetary policy, uncertainty from 

economic restructuring and uncertainty from the effect of government intervention. If the government 

can properly deregulation, so that the economy will developed in diversified trend, China's sustained 

economic growth is still promising. >Read more 

 

 

No.63rd of BPEA monthly training: under the new policy, Chinese non-government funded 

education industry will develop rapidly in the next ten years. 

 

No. 63
rd

 of BPEA monthly training, with the topic of "the development and overseas listing practice of 

Chinese non-government funded education industry", co-organized by BPEA and Yi Tang Research 

Institute, was successfully held on March 8
th

, 2017. Yi Tang Research Institute is an industrial research 

institute under the E-town investment fund and they continue to follow the development of 

non-government funded education industry in China.  

http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18932
http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18925
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In this event, Mr. Wang Wenyuan, secretary general of the Chinese Association for Non-Government 

Education, shared his views about the new policy in Chinese non-government funded education. The 

Law of “the People's Republic of China on the Promotion of Non-government Funded Education” will 

be implemented on September 1, 2017. The core of this policy lies in the classification management of 

profit and non-profit in Chinese non-government funded educational institutions. 

 

Then, Ms. Ou Yangdan, partner of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati and Mr. Yin Can, senior lawyer 

of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, shared their experience about Chinses education enterprises 

listed in US stock market and Hong Kong exchange. >Read more  

 

 

No. 50
th

 of ＂SmartMatch roadshow＂: special roadshow of consumption industry projects 

 

No. 50th of SmartMatch roadshow – a special roadshow of the consumption industry successfully took 

place in Beijing on March 16
th

, 2017. Mr. Yu Bin, the CTO of "Shi Fu Bang", a company focused on 

home improvement, Ms. Li Muyi, co-founder of VIVI  DOLCE, a brand of gelato, and Ms. Zhang 

Shipei, product manager of ICON, a fashion brand store, gave their introduction to the attendees. After 

the roadshow, the speakers and the attendees exchange their ideas about the products and business 

model. >Read more 

 

 

No. 51
st
 of ＂SmartMatch roadshow＂: special roadshow of sports projects 

 

On March 29
th

, 2017, No. 51st of SmartMatch roadshow – a special roadshow of the sports projects 

successfully took place in Beijing. This event was co-organized by BPEA, China Beijing Equity 

Exchange, China Interactive Sports Technology Invention Co., Ltd. And Lw Investment Consultant 

CO.,LTD. Seven start-up projects from different aspects of sports industry were showed to the investors 

attended. The stra-up projects were seeking angel or A-round investment. >Read more 

 

 

BPEA was awarded as the outstanding unit of "2016 commerce credit system construction 

project in Beijing Associations" 

 

On March 16
th

, 2017, on the summary conference of "2016 commerce credit system construction 

projects in Beijing Association", BPEA was awarded as the outstanding unit. In 2016, more than 120 

associations started the commerce credit system construction, only 30 associations were awarded.  

 >Read more 

 

 

The second special events of BPEA Cross-border Investment and Financing committee: cross 

border equity investment and international technology transfer in 2017 

 

The second special events of BPEA Cross-border Investment and Financing committee successfully 

took place in Beijing on January 22th, 2017, co-organized by BPEA and China International 

http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18926
http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18929
http://bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18934
http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18928
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Technology Transfer Center, supported by Beijing Capital Investment Co., Ltd. In this event, we 

focused on the subject of "cross border equity investment and international technology transfer in 

2017". >Read more 

 

 

BPEA international private equity fund salon: Austria IPO market analysis 

 

On March 21
st
, 2017, BPEA international private equity fund salon of Austria IPO market analysis held 

successfully in BPEA. This activity was co-organized by BPEA and Eagle Investment Group Limited. 

Mr. Huang Liancong, president of Eagle Investment Group Limited, introduced the IPO market in 

Austria and successful examples of Chinese enterprises overseas listing in Austria exchange. Since 

December 20, 2015, the China and Australia free trade agreement came into effect. More enterprises 

chose to list in Austria exchange, because the highly sophisticated financial markets and stable political 

environment in Australia can help the enterprise grow rapidly. >Read more 

 

 

The first activity of "going into the member enterprise": going into Bohai Harvest Rst. 

 

On March 23
rd

, 2017, the first activity of "going into the member enterprise" successfully held in Bohai 

Harvest Rst’s meeting office. Bohai Harvest Rst (BHR) is the cross-border investment arm of Bohai 

Industrial Investment Fund Management Co., Ltd. In this activity, investment professionals from other 

member enterprises and journalists from financial media gathered together to share their experience and 

views about private equity investment. >Read more 

 

 

The third special event of BPEA Cultural Investment committee: investment in entertainment 

industry 

 

The third special event of BPEA Cultural Investment committee, with the theme of investment in 

entertainment industry successfully held on March 24
th

 and 25
th

, 2017. This event was co-organized by 

BPEA cultural investment committee, Tianjin Binhai CBD Area Management Committee, CanWell 

Entertainment, Tencent public space and Tencent open platform. The attendees fully exchange their 

ideas about preferential policies, trend and investment direction in entertainment industry.>Read more 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18927
http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18930
http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18931
http://www.bpea.net.cn/en/index.php?m=newscon&id=497&aid=18933
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